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A Terrifying True StoryHAINT BLUE: The Rockford Haunting is the journey of a family through the
grips of a paranormal entity. Hunter and Jenny Scott rented a country home near Rockford, AL in
the winter of 2012. What began as a dream ended up a nightmare. Hunter, Jenny and their three
children experienced strange noises, shadow people and being physically attacked by a paranormal
entity. Within months, a story began to emerge....a story so strange and intriguing, it nearly ended
up in a true crime novel by the one and only, Harper Lee. Kim Johnston and her paranormal
research team, SCARe of Alabama, conducted an investigation at the home, and discovered more
than anyone ever imagined. After over a year of research, a link was found between the location of
the house and a series of deaths that occurred in the Rockford area in the 1970s. Could this link
explain the strange paranormal activity the members of the Scott family experienced?
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Great haunting story if that's your thing living in Alabama myself I decided to give this book a try
since it takes place in Alabama. Little disappointed in the hanging ending and not getting to finish

the Story until the second half comes out in the fall.

I'm a southern belle myself and know the the purpose of "haint blue". If you don't know about haint
blue, you'll find out in the book. I first heard Jenny's story on Syfy Channel's "Paranormal Witness".
When I discovered Jenny had written a book about her experiences in a very haunted house, I had
to read it! It's a believable story/account. Very detailed and heart stopping things happened to Jenny
and her family. You will enjoy this book whether you believe in the paranormal or not. This is Part 1.

This story takes place about 10 minutes from where I live. I've known about the true crimes aspect
of it for years, since it made headline5back in the mid to late 70s. But now, thanks to Kim and
Jenny, I can learn of the haunting that may accompany it. If the sample that I read is any indication,
I will be buying this as soon as it's released. I love local history, but this is so much more. Both the
haunting and the true crimes ties should launch this to a wider audience. I thoroughly enjoyed what I
read and am looking forward to the book in its entirety. If you like ghost stories mixed with a little
crime/mystery, then this book is for you.

I am always interested in books like this but I'm a little disappointed in myself for paying 4.99 for a
122 page story that is not fully developed. It was okay, not much happened and though I know the
authors plan a part 2 book in the fall, it makes more sense for them to have assembled one
complete book that fleshes out the story. Now, I'm not being grumpy here, I enjoyed the story well
enough, but it left me wanting a lot more.

Love the book! I ordered the day before the show aired based on the book, and after the show
aired, read the book to fill in the missing parts. The book goes into a lot more detail, and now I can't
wait for part 2! Don't read if you are afraid of things that go bump in the night in your home.....

I found myself on the edge of my seat, in this short retelling of a haunting. I felt scared for the family
and am glad they got out. I am looking forward to the second part describing the actual
investigation.
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